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The complete expression for the intensity in pseudo-scalar meson photoproduction with a polarized
beam, target, and recoil baryon is derived using a density matrix approach that offers great economy
of notation. A Cartesian basis with spins for all particles quantized along a single direction, the
longitudinal beam direction, is used for consistency and clarity in interpretation. A single spin-
quantization axis for all particles enables the amplitudes to be written in a manifestly covariant
fashion with simple relations to those of the well-known CGLN formalism. Possible sign discrepancies
between theoretical amplitude-level expressions and experimentally measurable intensity profiles are
dealt with carefully. Our motivation is to provide a coherent framework for coupled-channel partial-
wave analysis of several meson photoproduction reactions, incorporating recently published and
forthcoming polarization data from Jefferson Lab.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production amplitude for pseudo-scalar me-
son photoproduction involves eight complex amplitudes
which depend on the spin states of the photon and the
target and final-state baryons. The reaction can be sim-
plified by considering the parity invariance of the strong
and electromagnetic interactions, reducing the number of
independent complex amplitudes to four. Barker, Don-
nachie, and Storrow (BDS) [1] showed that there ex-
ist fifteen experimentally observable single- and double-
polarization observables which, in addition to the differ-
ential cross-section, can be expressed as bilinears in the
four independent amplitudes. Several ambiguities origi-
nate with the BDS work. The BDS article treats reac-
tions with the four amplitudes in the helicity basis (non-
flip, N , double-flip, D, and two single-flip amplitudes,
S1 and S2), but does not clearly specify to which helicity
configurations the amplitudes S1 and S2 refer. Other au-
thors [2, 3] follow different schemes for enumerating the
four amplitudes.

Chiang and Tabakin (CT) [4] later showed that to com-
pletely characterize the full production amplitude, mea-
surements of the differential cross-section and a care-
fully chosen set of only seven polarization observables
is required; that is, there is redundancy in the full set
of sixteen bilinear observables. The CT study assumes
“measurements” are made with infinite precision, a sit-
uation obviously unattainable by any experiment. More
recently, the effects of uncertainty in polarization mea-
surements on constraining amplitudes have been studied
from an information-theory perspective [5].

Sandorfi et al. [6] have pursued descriptions of the po-
larization observables in terms of the Chew-Goldberger-
Low-Nambu (CGLN) amplitudes [7]. They have tested
configurations of production amplitudes which reproduce
available polarization data for the reaction γp → K+Λ to

within experimental uncertainties by randomly sampling
the amplitude space and projecting observables from the
amplitudes. Their work shows that the currently ob-
served set of polarization observables and experimental
uncertainties do not provide enough constraint to dis-
tinguish between production models containing different
resonance contributions, thus suggesting that measure-
ment of a larger number of observables than prescribed
by CT will be required to fully extract the four complex
amplitudes.
The scope of the present work is three-fold. First, we

derive the general expression for the reaction intensity
with all three polarizations (beam, target, and recoil).
Our motivation is the density matrix approach of Fasano,
Tabakin, and Saghai (FTS) [3], the power of which is
compactness of notation. The full expression consists of
4× 4× 4 = 64 terms. Invariance under mirror symmetry
transformations (a parity inversion followed by a rota-
tion, see Sec. V) removes half of these terms. In the re-
maining terms, each of the sixteen physically measurable
observables occurs twice. All results herein follow simply
from the properties of the Pauli matrices and the mirror
symmetry operator acting on the spin density matrices
of the photon and the baryons.
Second, we provide amplitude-level expressions for

the polarization observables corresponding to measur-
able particle momentum distributions, carefully keeping
track of the relative signs between experimental measure-
ments and amplitude-level expressions. Our amplitudes
are constructed in the longitudinal basis, that is, with
spin projections for all particles quantized along a single
direction, the beam direction. For reactions with mul-
tiple decays and non-zero spins for the final-state parti-
cles, a single spin-quantization axis enables one to write
the full production amplitude in a manifestly Lorentz-
invariant fashion. A relevant example of such a process is
the reaction chain γp → K+Σ0 → K+Λγf → K+pπ−γf .
Finally, we list and numerically validate the various
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Axes for pseudo-scalar meson photo-
production in the center-of-mass (c.m.) frame for a particular
event. The z-axis is along the photon momentum direction
and the y-axis is normal to the reaction plane. Momenta of
the incoming (outgoing) particles are shown in bold red (blue)
arrows. ϑm

c.m. is the polar meson-production angle in the c.m.
frame. See text for details.

“consistency relations” connecting the different spin ob-
servables. These consistency relations provide important
checks for both theoretical analyses and constraints in
the case of future experiments which will have access to
polarizations of the beam and target and recoil baryons.
We aim to establish a consistent partial-wave-analysis

formalism for recent [9–13] and future [14, 15] meson pho-
toproduction data from CLAS, as well as all presently
available polarization data from other experiments such
as GRAAL [16, 17] and LEPS [18–20]. To ensure correct
interpretation of these observables, one must be confident
of the relationship between measurements extracted from
momentum distribution asymmetries and the polariza-
tion observables as treated in theoretical studies. Until
now, most of the world data on polarizations has been
limited by statistics and kinematic coverage. Further-
more, experimental limitations have restricted measure-
ment to only a few of the fifteen polarization observables.
However, with a new generation of experiments at Jeffer-
son Lab on the horizon [14, 15], much activity is antici-
pated in the field in the coming years. This article will
provide a self-contained and comprehensive description of
the formalism for pseudo-scalar meson photoproduction
from the fundamental derivations and a careful treatment
of the connection between theory and measurement of
polarization observables.

II. AXIS CONVENTIONS

In the case of single pseudo-scalar meson photoproduc-

tion, let ~k, −~k, ~q and −~q be the momenta of the incom-
ing photon, target baryon, outgoing meson, and outgoing
baryon, respectively, in the overall center-of-mass (c.m.)
frame (see Fig. 1). The beam direction defines the z-

axis, ẑevt = ~k/|~k|. The y-axis is taken to be normal to
the reaction plane established by the photon and meson

momenta, ŷevt = ~k× ~q/|~k× ~q|. The x-axis is then simply

x̂evt = ŷevt × ẑevt. Here the subscript “evt” denotes that
these axes, with x̂evt and ŷevt parallel and perpendicular
to the reaction plane, are defined on an event-by-event
basis.

III. THE PHOTON POLARIZATION STATE

AND DENSITY MATRIX

There is some disparity between the optics and
particle-physics communities in the nomenclature of the
right- and left-handed polarization states. Particle physi-
cists define the right-handed polarization state following
the right-hand rule for the transverse electric polarization
vector. The spin of the photon points along its momen-
tum for the right-handed polarization state (or positive
helicity state). The left-handed polarization state has the
photon spin anti-parallel to its direction of motion. The
optics community swaps the definitions for the right- and
left-handed states, though the notions of positive- and
negative-helicity states are the same in both treatments.
Here, we adhere to the particle-physics convention.
We will define the polarization basis states for the pho-

ton as

|ǫ+evt〉 = −(|x̂evt〉+ i|ŷevt〉)/
√
2 (1a)

|ǫ−evt〉 = (|x̂evt〉 − i|ŷevt〉)/
√
2, (1b)

where |ǫ+〉 is the right-handed (positive-helicity) state,
|ǫ−〉 is the left-handed (negative-helicity) state, and |x̂evt〉
and |ŷevt〉 are states of transverse polarization along x̂evt

and ŷevt, respectively. Looking into the incoming beam,
the y-component phase leads (trails) the x-component
phase for the positive (negative) helicity states and the
polarization vector rotates counter-clockwise (clockwise)
for the positive (negative) helicity states, in accordance
with the right-hand rule.
For a general mixed state, it is useful to switch to the

density-matrix notation for describing the polarization
state of the photon. We follow the work of Adelseck and
Saghai (AS) [21] and FTS [3] and write the photon spin
density matrix as

ργ =
1

2

[

1 + P γ
C −P γ

L exp(−2i(θ − ϕ))
−P γ

L exp(2i(θ − ϕ)) 1− P γ
C

]

AS

=
1

2

[

1 + PS
z PS

x − iPS
y

PS
x + iPS

y 1− PS
z

]

FTS

. (2)

In the AS prescription, the quantities P γ
L and P γ

C denote
the degree of linear (L) and circular (C) polarization.

In the FTS treatment, ~PS is the so-called Stokes’ vec-
tor, common in optics. The kinematic variable ϕ is the
azimuthal angle between the reaction plane and the lab-
oratory x̂lab for a linearly polarized photon for a given
event. The linear polarization vector relative to the lab-
oratory frame is

n̂pol = cos θ x̂lab + sin θ ŷlab. (3)
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FIG. 2: For a linearly polarized beam, {x̂lab, ŷlab, ẑlab} de-
fines the fixed laboratory axis of the experiment. The po-
larization direction (n̂pol) is at an angle θ to the laboratory
x-axis. For a given event, the reaction plane is at angle ϕ to
the laboratory x-axis. Therefore, the polarization vector is at
an angle φ = (θ − ϕ) relative to the reaction plane.

For the circularly polarized photon (or unpolarized
beam) case, the production amplitude is azimuthally
symmetric about the beam direction. However, for the
linearly polarized case, x̂lab and ŷlab define a preferred
transverse coordinate system. The experimental condi-
tions define n̂lab, and θ = 0◦ (90◦) corresponds to parallel
(perpendicular) plane polarizations according to the ex-
perimentalist. For a given event, relative to the reaction
plane, the polarization vector is

n̂pol = cos(θ − ϕ)x̂evt + sin(θ − ϕ)ŷevt, (4)

and the Stokes’ vector ~PS may be related to the circular
polarization quantities by

PS
z = P γ

C (5a)

PS
x = −P γ

L cos(2φ) (5b)

PS
y = −P γ

L sin(2φ) (5c)

in the basis formed by {x̂evt, ŷevt, ẑevt} and φ = (θ − ϕ).
The angles ϕ, θ, and φ are shown schematically in Fig. 2

and the connection between ~PS and the different polar-
ization states are given in Table I. Apart from the right-
(r) and left-handed (l) circular polarizations, which are
our basis states, there are the perpendicular (⊥) and par-
allel (‖) states, corresponding to photons linearly polar-
ized along the y- and x-axes, respectively, and two lin-
early polarized states at ±45◦ to the x-axis (in the x̂-ŷ
plane), labeled as ±t.

Polarization PS
x PS

y PS
z

(r) Circular helicity +1 0 0 +1
(l) Circular helicity -1 0 0 -1
(⊥) Linear (φ = π/2) +1 0 0
(‖) Linear (φ = 0) -1 0 0
(−t) Linear (φ = −π/4) 0 +1 0
(+t) Linear (φ = π/4) 0 -1 0

TABLE I: Stokes’ vector ~PS for different photon polarization
configurations (adapted from Ref. [3]). The right- (r) and left-
handed (l) circular polarizations are our basis states. The
different configurations for the linearly polarized states can
be expressed in terms of these basis states. φ is the angle the
linear polarization direction makes with x̂evt. See text for
details.

IV. THE INTENSITY PROFILE AND Tlmn

ELEMENTS

We first note that as far as the theoretical definitions
of the polarization observables are concerned, the only
relevant kinematic variables for a given total energy (W )
in the c.m. frame are the angle between the photon polar-
ization vector and the reaction plane, φ = (θ − ϕ) (for a
linearly polarized beam), and the polar meson production
angle ϑm

c.m.. This is because the observables are defined
as asymmetries relative to the reaction-plane coordinate
system {x̂evt, ŷevt, ẑevt}. It is only when we will need
to connect the observables to experimentally measurable
intensity distributions, that the orientation between reac-
tion plane, photon polarization vector, and the lab frame
(quantified by angles θ and ϕ) will be required. We will
return to this point later in Sec. VIII. In what follows
(as in the FTS conventions) we will refer to the Pauli
matrices operating in the spin spaces of the beam, target
baryon, and outgoing baryon as σγ , σi, and σb, respec-
tively. The density matrices are then given by

ργ =
1

2
(1 + ~PS · ~σγ) (6a)

ρi =
1

2
(1 + ~P i · ~σi) (6b)

ρb =
1

2
(1 + ~P b · ~σb). (6c)

The vectors ~PS , ~P i, and ~P b denote the polarization
vectors of the beam, target and recoiling baryon, respec-
tively. If any of the beam, target or recoil polarization is

not measured, the corresponding ~P is the zero vector.
We define Amγmimb

to be the reaction amplitude for a
particular spin configuration of the photon (mγ), target
(mi) and baryon (mb), with the spin-quantization axes
for all particles along ẑ, the beam direction. For a given
photon spin,mγ , the fourA amplitudes correspond to the
elements of a 2× 2 matrix Jmγ

in the space of transition
elements for a target spin state |mi〉 going to the baryon
spin state |mb〉. Therefore the matrix elements of Jmγ

are
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(Jmγ
)mbmi

= 〈mb|Jmγ
|mi〉 and J and A are connected

via

〈mb|Jmγ
|mi〉 = Amγmimb

. (7)

For experiments with “mixed” states ρin and ρout as
the initial prepared (input) and final measured (out-
put) configurations connected by the transition opera-
tor J , the intensity profile is proportional to the trace
Tr[ρoutJρinJ

†]. In the present case, ρin = ρi ⊗ ργ and
ρout = ρb. Therefore, the most general intensity expres-
sion for the profile dependent upon beam, target, and
recoil polarizations is given by

I = I0
(

Tr[ρbJρiργJ†]

Tr[JJ†]/8

)

, (8)

where I0 is the unpolarized cross-section and the traces
are over the beam, target and recoil spins. This deriva-
tion can be found in FTS [3] and in an equivalent form,
in the paper by Goldstein, et al. [22]. The main utility
of this formulation is its symbolic compactness which
enables easy derivation of other observables and their
correlations. In Sec. IX we will describe in detail how to
expand these traces to give amplitude-level expressions
for the polarization observables.

We now establish a notation for the Pauli matrices
and the polarization vectors as four-component vectors,
wherein

{σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3} ≡ {I, σx, σy, σz} (9a)

{P0, P1, P2, P3} ≡ {1, Px, Py, Pz}. (9b)

Since each density matrix in Eqs. 6 has four terms, the
full profile in Eq. 8 has 4 × 4 × 4 = 64 terms. We will
also adopt the convention:

Tlmn ≡ Tr[σb
nJσ

i
mσγ

l J
†]

Tr[JJ†]
, (10)

so that Eq. 8 can be compactly represented as

I = I0





∑

lmn ∈ {0,1,2,3}

PS
l P i

mP b
n Tlmn



 . (11)

V. MIRROR SYMMETRY

TRANSFORMATIONS

Following the work of Artru et al. [23], we first define
the mirror inversion operator

M = Π exp(−iπJy), (12)

which describes a parity inversion (Π) followed by a 180◦

rotation about the ŷ axis. We list the effects of M on the
relevant particle types labeled by their spin and parity
quantum numbers, JP :

• JP = 0− pseudo-scalar meson: Only the parity
inversion contributes. Thus, M = Π = −1 is a
simple sign flip.

• JP = 1
2

+
baryons: Here Π = 1 and Jy = σ2/2.

Therefore M = Π exp(−iπJy) = −iσ2. In terms
of the spin states, the transformation is given by
|+〉 → |−〉 and |−〉 → −|+〉.

• JP = 1− photon: A 180◦ rotation about the ŷ
axis leaves |ŷ〉 unchanged but changes |x̂〉 to |− x̂〉.
Substituting this in Eq. 1a leads to an interchange
between |ǫ+evt〉 and |ǫ−evt〉. Including Π = −1 for a
vector particle leads to M = −σ1 for the photon
in the Pauli basis. In terms of the spin states, the
transformation is |ǫ+evt〉 ↔ −|ǫ−evt〉.

There are two main effects of the M transformation
of which we make use. First, M acting on any Tlmn

element results in a reshuffle in the Pauli operators for
the incoming states:

{0, 1, 2, 3} ⇒ {−1, −0,−i3, i2} (photon) (13)

{0, 1, 2, 3} ⇒ {−i2,−3,−i0, 1} (target). (14)

where we have transformed the matrices as

σl ⇒ Mσl, l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, (15)

M being the corresponding mirror transformation matrix
for the particular state. However, Eq. 14 does not quite
work for the outgoing baryon density matrix, since the
effect of the pseudo-scalar meson in the outgoing system
needs to be incorporated as well. For the outgoing meson-
baryon system, the reshuffle is given by

{0, 1, 2, 3} ⇒ {−i2, 3,−i0, −1} (outgoing system),
(16)

where we have added an extra sign flip for σ1 and σ3

compared to Eq. 14, that comes from the parity of the
pseudo-scalar meson. The σ0 terms do not acquire this
extra sign flip, since they physically correspond to the
situation where the experiment is “blind” to the spins of
the outgoing states. Also, since σ2 is connected to the
identity matrix by the M transform, it does not acquire
a sign flip.
Second, the action of M on the production amplitudes

and invariance under this transformation lead to relations
between the amplitudes for positive and negative photon
helicities:

L1 ≡ A+++ = +A−−− (17a)

L2 ≡ A++− = −A−−+ (17b)

L3 ≡ A+−− = +A−++ (17c)

L4 ≡ A+−+ = −A−+−, (17d)

where the four independent amplitudes Li will be called
the longitudinal basis amplitudes.
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VI. CONNECTION WITH THE CGLN

AMPLITUDES

The Li amplitudes are very closely related to the stan-
dard CGLN amplitudes [7], since they are both in the
Cartesian basis. We first write the general differential
cross-section for polarized beam, target and recoil baryon
as

dI
dΩ

(mγ ,mi,mb) =
1

(4π)2
1

4W 2

(

|~q|
|~k|

)

c.m.

|Amγmimb
|2,

(18)
where we have adopted the Peskin-Schroeder [8] normal-
ization for the Dirac spinors, ūu = 2m, m being the mass
of the particle, and W is the c.m. energy of the system.
In the CGLN approach, the cross-section is written as

dI
dΩ

(mγ ,mi,mb) =

(

|~q|
|~k|

)

c.m.

|〈mb|Fmγ
|mi〉|2, (19)

which leads to the simple relation:

Aλmimb
= (8πW )

(

χ†(mb)F(λ)χ(mi)
)

mbmi
, (20)

where χ(mi) and χ(mb) are the two-component spinors
of the initial target and the final baryon, respectively,
and λ = ±1 is the photon helicity. Since the amplitude
A is a Lorentz invariant quantity, one can calculate this
in any reference frame. In the c.m. frame, the matrix
F(λ) is expanded in terms of the four CGLN amplitudes
Fi, as,

F(λ) = i(~σ · ǫ̂λ)F1 + (σ̂ · q̂)(σ̂ × k̂) · ǫ̂λF2

+ i(ǫ̂λ · q̂)(~σ · k̂)F3 + i(ǫ̂λ · q̂)(~σ · q̂)F4, (21)

where the unit vectors ǫ̂λ, q̂ and k̂ are in the c.m. frame.
Since the λ = ±1 amplitudes are related via Eq. 17, we
only need to calculate the Fi’s for any of λ = ±1. Doing
this for λ = +1 leads to

F(+1) =
−i√
2

[

sF3 + csF4 2F1 − 2cF2 + s2F4

s2F4 −2sF2 − sF3 − csF4

]

,

(22)
where we have abbreviated s = sin(ϑm

c.m.) and
c = cos(ϑm

c.m.) in terms of the polar meson production
angle in the c.m. frame, ϑm

c.m. (see Fig. 1). Suppressing
any irrelevant overall phase, the connections between
the Li amplitudes and the CGLN amplitudes Fi are:

L1 = 4
√
2πW (sF3 + csF4) (23a)

L2 = 4
√
2πW (s2F4) (23b)

L3 = 4
√
2πW (−2sF2 − sF3 − csF4) (23c)

L4 = 4
√
2πW (2F1 − 2cF2 + s2F4), (23d)

where the normalization factor 4
√
2πW is important only

for the total intensity and can be neglected as far as the
polarizations are concerned.

Type Observable Definition M transform

Unpolarized 1 (000) (122)

Single-pol. P (002) (120)
” Σ (100) (022)
” T (020) (102)

Beam-target E (330) (212)
” F (310) -(232)
” G -(230) (312)
” H -(210) -(332)

Beam-recoil Cx (301) (223)
” Cz (303) -(221)
” Ox -(201) (323)
” Oz -(203) -(321)

Target-recoil Tx (011) (133)
” Tz (013) -(131)
” Lx (031) -(113)
” Lz (033) (111)

TABLE II: The definition of the 16 observables as the Tlmn

correlations in Eq. 11. The defining Tlmn elements are listed
as (lmn) in the third column and the corresponding M trans-
formed elements are listed in the last column. Invariance
under the M transform results in each observable occurring
twice. The full intensity expansion is given in Eq. 24.

We emphasize again that our longitudinal amplitude
formalism is essentially the same as the CGLN formalism.
It may also be worth noting that the original CGLN work
already pointed out that there are only four independent
complex amplitudes. Aside from the extra factor of 8πW
in Eq. 20, our amplitudes match exactly with the CGLN
matrix elements. The only difference between the Li’s
and the Fi’s is that the Fi amplitudes are computed in a
particular reference frame, the c.m. frame, whereas the
Li’s are the invariant amplitudes, “as is”. Therefore, the
Li’s can be computed in any reference frame.

VII. THE POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES

We first define the sixteen observables as the various
Tlmn elements (see Table II) noting that each observable
occurs twice in the expansion given by Eq. 11. Our def-
initions for the observables follow those in FTS [3]. It
is to be noted that there are minus signs in front of the
defining Tlmn elements for the four double-polarization
observables that use a linearly polarized beam (G, H , Ox,
and Oz). These extra sign flips are needed to preserve
the definitions of these variables as physical asymmetries,
as given in FTS [3]. The signs for G, H , Ox, and Oz , in
terms of the density matrix trace calculations, as given in
Appendix A in the FTS article will therefore acquire sign
flips (see Sec. VII B and Sec. VII C for further details).
We now write the full intensity profile in terms of the
polarization observables as:
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I = I0 {(1 + PS
x P i

yP
b
y ) + P (P b

y + PS
x P i

y) + Σ(PS
x + P i

yP
b
y ) + T (P i

y + PS
x P b

y ) + E(PS
z P i

z + PS
y P i

xP
b
y )

+F (PS
z P i

x − PS
y P i

zP
b
y ) +G(−PS

y P i
z + PS

z P i
xP

b
y ) +H(−PS

y P i
x − PS

z P
i
zP

b
y ) + Cx(P

S
z P b

x + PS
y P i

yP
b
z )

+Cz(P
S
z P b

z − PS
y P i

yP
b
x) +Ox(−PS

y P b
x + PS

z P i
yP

b
z ) +Oz(−PS

y P b
z − PS

z P
i
yP

b
x) + Tx(P

i
xP

b
x + PS

x P i
zP

b
z )

+Tz(P
i
xP

b
z − PS

x P i
zP

b
x) + Lx(P

i
zP

b
x − PS

x P i
xP

b
z ) + Lz(P

i
zP

b
z + PS

x P i
xP

b
x)}. (24)

We note that the three single polarizations (P , Σ and T )
occur again as double correlations and the twelve double
polarizations (E, F , G, H , Cx, Cz , Ox, Oz , Tx, Tz, Lx

and Lz) occur again as triple correlations.

A. The 32 vanishing terms

The expansion in Eq. 11 has 64 terms, while Eq. 24
has only 32 terms. The rest of the 32 terms vanish under
M invariance. T001 and T003 are examples of such terms
(they do not occur in Table II). Physically, these two
elements correspond to recoil polarizations (with unpo-
larized beam and target) along the x̂ and ẑ directions,
which are required by M invariance to be zero. The gen-
eral structure of these vanishing terms can be understood
from the following example. From Eq. 14 for the photon,
under a M transform, σ1 is connected to the the iden-
tity matrix (σ0). Similarly, from Eqs. 14 and 16 for the
baryons, it is σ2 that is connected to the identity matrix.
We group σ0 and the Pauli matrix connected to σ0 by the
M operator as “E” (type +1), and the rest (σ2 and σ3

for the photon, and σ1 and σ3 for the baryons) as of the
“O” (type -1). A general correlation Tlmn vanishes if the
product of the “types” of l, m, and n is -1, since these are
not invariant under the mirror symmetry transformation.

B. Beam-target type experiments

We will show that our expressions for the intensity pro-
files as measured by the experimentalist conform to the
definition of these observables as asymmetries. Follow-
ing the notation set up in FTS [3] we will denote the
cross-section for any configuration of the beam, target
and recoil polarizations as I(γ,i,b) 1. For beam-target

type experiments, ~P b = ~0, and Eq. 24 becomes

I(γ,i,0) = I0{1 + PS
x Σ+ P i

x(−PS
y H + PS

z F )

+P i
y(T + PS

x P ) + P i
z(−PS

y G+ PS
z E)}.(25)

1 FTS defines the cross-section as σ
(γ,i,b) , whereas we define it as

I
(γ,i,b), to avoid confusion with the Pauli σ matrices.

The beam asymmetry is defined as

Σ =
I(⊥,0,0) − I(‖,0,0)

I(⊥,0,0) + I(‖,0,0)
, (26)

where ‖ and ⊥ correspond to a beams with polarizations
along the x̂evt (φ = 0) and ŷevt (φ = π/2) directions,
respectively, and 0 denotes an unpolarized configuration.
The target asymmetry is defined as

T =
I(0,+y,0) − I(0,−y,0)

I(0,+y,0) + I(0,−y,0)
, (27)

and the four double polarizations are defined as

E =
I(r,+z,0) − I(r,−z,0)

I(r,+z,0) + I(r,−z,0)
(28a)

F =
I(r,+x,0) − I(r,−x,0)

I(r,+x,0) + I(r,−x,0)
(28b)

G =
I(+t,+z,0) − I(+t,−z,0)

I(+t,+z,0) + I(+t,−z,0)
(28c)

H =
I(+t,+x,0) − I(+t,−x,0)

I(+t,+x,0) + I(+t,−x,0)
, (28d)

where “r” denotes a right-handed circularly polarized
beam (all photons in the state |ǫ+evt〉), and “+t” denotes
a linearly polarized beam with φ = +π/4 with respect to
x̂evt. The full expression for the cross-section in beam-
target experiments reads

I(γ,i,0)
theory = I0{1− P γ

LΣcos(2φ) + P i
y (T − P γ

LP cos(2φ))

+P i
x (P

γ
CF + P γ

LH sin(2φ))

+P i
z (P

γ
CE + P γ

LG sin(2φ))} (29)

where we have added a subscript “theory” to remind the
reader that this is for the theoretical formalism only. It
can easily be checked that the definitions in Eqs. 26-28
are consistent with the intensity profile given by Eq. 29.
Recall that φ = +π/4 corresponds to PS

y = −1 (see
Table I), explaining the extra minus signs for G and H
in the definitions of the corresponding Tlmn elements in
Table II.
It is to be noted that one has access to an “extra”

single-polarization observable, the recoil polarization P ,
even though the polarization of the recoiling baryon is not
measured here. This is again due to the M transform
relations. In fact, any double-polarization experiment
has access to all the three single polarization observables.
The definition of P as an asymmetry is given in the next
sub-section.
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C. Beam-recoil type experiments

For an experiment with beam and recoil baryon po-
larization information, we follow a similar logic. Here,
~P i = ~0, and the beam-recoil expression is

I(γ,0,b)
theory = I0{1− P γ

LΣcos(2φ) + P b
y (P − P γ

LT cos(2φ))

+P b
x (P

γ
CCx + P γ

LOx sin(2φ))

+P b
z (P

γ
CCz + P γ

LOz sin(2φ))}, (30)

where the recoil polarization P is defined as

P =
I(0,0,+y) − I(0,0,−y)

I(0,0,+y) + I(0,0,−y)
. (31)

The four beam-recoil double polarizations are

Cz =
I(r,0,+z) − I(r,0,−z)

I(r,0,+z) + I(r,0,−z)
(32a)

Cx =
I(r,0,+x) − I(r,0,−x)

I(r,0,+x) + I(r,0,−x)
(32b)

Oz =
I(+t,0,+z) − I(+t,0,−z)

I(+t,0,+z) + I(+t,0,−z)
(32c)

Ox =
I(+t,0,+x) − I(+t,0,−x)

I(+t,0,+x) + I(+t,0,−x)
. (32d)

The “extra” single polarization observable accessible here
is the target asymmetry T , defined in Eq. 27.

As in the case of G and H , the definitions of Ox and
Oz as asymmetries use φ = +π/4 that corresponds to
PS
y = −1. This explains the extra minus signs in the

defining Tlmn elements in Table II for Ox and Oz .

D. Target-recoil type experiments

The target-recoil expression is

I(0,i,b) = I0{1 + P i
yT + P b

y (P +ΣP i
y)

+P i
z

(

P b
zLz + P b

xLx

)

+ P i
x

(

P b
xTx + P b

zTz

)

},
(33)

where the four target-recoil double polarizations are

Tz =
I(0,+x,+z) − I(0,+x,−z)

I(0,+x,+z) + I(0,+x,−z)
(34a)

Tx =
I(0,+x,+x) − I(0,+x,−x)

I(0,+x,+x) + I(0,+x,−x)
(34b)

Lz =
I(0,+z,+z) − I(0,+z,−z)

I(0,+z,+z) + I(0,+z,−z)
(34c)

Lx =
I(0,+z,+x) − I(0,+z,−x)

I(0,+z,+x) + I(0,+z,−x)
. (34d)

VIII. CONNECTION WITH EXPERIMENTAL

INTENSITY PROFILES

Until now, we have been careful to distinguish the
“theoretical” intensity profiles from what experimental-
ists will actually measure. The only difference lies in the
case of a linearly polarized beam where the laboratory
analyzing direction set by the choice of the angle θ (see
Fig. 2) can vary. Eq. 33 remains the same between the
theory and experimental formalisms, since it is indepen-
dent of θ. For Eqs. 29 and 30, however, we need to get
back to the relation φ = (θ − ϕ) in Fig. 2. The easi-
est choice is to measure everything with respect to x̂lab,
which usually represents the experimentalist’s choice of
photon polarization axis. Therefore, we take θ = 0 (also
called “para” setting), so that φ = −ϕ and Eqs. 29 and 30
become

I(γ,i,0)
para = I0{1− P γ

LΣcos(2ϕ) + P i
y (T − P γ

LP cos(2ϕ))

+P i
x (P

γ
CF − P γ

LH sin(2ϕ))

+P i
z (P

γ
CE − P γ

LG sin(2ϕ))}, (35)

and

I(γ,0,b)
para = I0{1− P γ

LΣcos(2ϕ) + P b
y (P − P γ

LT cos(2ϕ))

+P b
x (P

γ
CCx − P γ

LOx sin(2ϕ))

+P b
z (P

γ
CCz − P γ

LOz sin(2ϕ))}, (36)

respectively. Similarly, for θ = π/2 (also called “perp”
setting), we get

I(γ,i,0)
perp = I0{1 + P γ

LΣcos(2ϕ) + P i
y (T + P γ

LP cos(2ϕ))

+P i
x (P

γ
CF + P γ

LH sin(2ϕ))

+P i
z (P

γ
CE + P γ

LG sin(2ϕ))}, (37)

and

I(γ,0,b)
perp = I0{1 + P γ

LΣcos(2ϕ) + P b
y (P + P γ

LT cos(2ϕ))

+P b
x (P

γ
CCx + P γ

LOx sin(2ϕ))

+P b
z (P

γ
CCz + P γ

LOz sin(2ϕ))}. (38)

It is important to note that the sine and cosine terms
in Eqs. 29 and 30 alter signs differently in going from
the “theory” expressions to the “para” and “perp” set-
tings, and this directly affects the signs of the extracted
polarization observables. Therefore, care must be taken
by the experimentalist to conform to a definition of the
“para” and “perp” settings that matches with the theo-
retical definitions. Finally, we also note that it is benefi-
cial to measure the intensity profiles for both the “para”
and “perp” settings and extract the polarizations from
the asymmetries between the two settings. This removes
the overall normalization factor (the unpolarized cross-
section), and therefore, any dependence on the detector
acceptance (see Ref. [14] for details).
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IX. COMPUTATION OF POLARIZATION

EXPRESSIONS IN THE LONGITUDINAL BASIS

A. Some basic rules and caveats

We list some basic caveats that will be useful during
the computations.

1. The matrix representation of an operator is Onm =
〈n|O|m〉 (note order of subscripts). For the Pauli
matrices for example, (σy)+− = −i, (σz)−− = −1,
etc.

2. FTS uses ms′ and ms for outgoing baryon and in-
coming (target) spins. We adopt mb and mi as the
final baryon and initial proton spins, respectively,
and denote the photon spin by mγ = λ. Any other
index will be a dummy index for summation pur-
poses. Also, unless otherwise mentioned, it is un-
derstood that repeated indices are to be summed
over.

3. A useful relation is that for the conjugate op-

erator J†
λ, the matrix elements are (J†

λ)mimb
=

(Jλ)
∗
mbmi

= A∗
λmbmi

.

4. There are two types of traces in the FTS paper.
“Tr” implies a trace over all spins, while “tr” im-
plies a trace over the baryon spins, assuming that
the photon spins have been traced over. To go from
“Tr” to “tr”, that is, the procedure of doing the
photon spin trace, is as follows. Let Ωb and Ωi be
any operator in the final baryon and initial target
proton spin space respectively. For the three Pauli
matrices σγ

x , σ
γ
y and σγ

z , the photon traces are com-
puted as follows:

Tr[ΩbJΩiσ
γ
xJ

†] =
∑

λλ′

tr[ΩbJλΩi(σ
γ
x)λλ′ (J†)λ′ ]

= tr[ΩbJ+Ωi(J
†)− +ΩbJ−Ωi(J

†)+]

(39a)

Tr[ΩbJΩiσ
γ
yJ

†] =
∑

λλ′

tr[ΩbJλΩi(σ
γ
y )λλ′ (J†)λ′ ]

= −i tr[ΩbJ+Ωi(J
†)− − ΩbJ−Ωi(J

†)+]

(39b)

Tr[ΩbJΩiσ
γ
z J

†] =
∑

λλ′

tr[ΩbJλΩi(σ
γ
z )λλ′ (J†)λ′ ]

= tr[ΩbJ+Ωi(J
†)+ − ΩbJ−Ωi(J

†)−].

(39c)

Note that these expressions for the summations
over the photon states are equivalent to those from
the more conventional forms that can be found in
Ref. [22], for example. The trace notation is simply
a more compact way of expressing the spin sums.

5. Overall normalization factor. All 15 polarization
observables will be normalized by the intensity fac-
tor Tr[JJ†]. This is given as

Tr[JJ†] =
∑

λmimb

|Aλmimb
|2. (40)

This will not appear in our expressions below, but
it is understood that this normalization always goes
into the computations.

B. The 15 polarization expressions

The detailed computation of the 15 polarizations are
given below:

P = Tr[σb
yJJ

†]

= 〈mb|σy|m′
b〉〈m′

b|Jλ|mi〉〈mi|J†
λ|mb〉

= 〈mb|σy|m′
b〉〈m′

b|Jλ|mi〉(〈mb|Jλ|mi〉)∗
= −i 〈−|Jλ|mi〉(〈+|Jλ|mi〉)∗ + i〈+|Jλ|mi〉(〈−|Jλ|mi〉)∗

=
∑

λmi

−2 Im
(

Aλmi+A∗
λmi−

)

(41)

Σ = Tr[Jσγ
xJ

†]

= 〈mb|J+|mi〉〈mi|J†
−|mb〉+ 〈mb|J−|mi〉〈mi|J†

+|mb〉
= 〈mb|J+|mi〉(〈mb|J−|mi〉)∗+〈mb|J−|mi〉(〈mb|J+|mi〉)∗

=
∑

mimb

2Re
(

A+mimb
A∗

−mimb

)

(42)

T = Tr[Jσi
yJ

†]

= −i〈mb|Jλ|+〉〈−|J†
λ|mb〉+ i〈mb|Jλ|−〉〈+|J†

λ|mb〉
= −i〈mb|Jλ|+〉(〈mb|Jλ|−〉)∗ + i〈mb|Jλ|−〉(〈mb|J†

λ|+〉)∗

=
∑

λmb

−2 Im
(

Aλ−mb
A∗

λ+mb

)

(43)

E = Tr[Jσi
zσ

γ
z J

†]

= 〈mb|J+|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σz |m′
i〉〈m′

i|J†
+|mb〉

−〈mb|J−|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σz |m′
i〉〈m′

i|J†
−|mb〉

= 〈mb|J+|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σz|m′
i〉(〈mb|J+|m′

i〉)∗
−〈mb|J−|m′

b〉〈m′
b|σz |m′

i〉(〈mb|J−|m′
i〉)∗

= 〈mb|J+|+〉(〈mb|J+|+〉)∗ − 〈mb|J+|−〉(〈mb|J+|−〉)∗
−〈mb|J−|+〉(〈mb|J−|+〉)∗ + 〈mb|J−|−〉(〈mb|J−|−〉)∗

=
∑

mb

(

|A++mb
|2 − |A+−mb

|2 − |A−+mb
|2 + |A−−mb

|2
)

(44)
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F = Tr[Jσi
xσ

γ
z J

†]

= 〈mb|J+|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J†
+|mb〉

−〈mb|J−|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J†
−|mb〉

= 〈mb|J+|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σx|m′
i〉(〈mb|J+|m′

i〉)∗
−〈mb|J−|m′

b〉〈m′
b|σx|m′

i〉(〈mb|J−|m′
i〉)∗

= 〈mb|J+|+〉(〈mb|J+|−〉)∗ + 〈mb|J+|−〉(〈mb|J+|+〉)∗
−〈mb|J−|+〉(〈mb|J−|−〉)∗ − 〈mb|J−|−〉(〈mb|J−|+〉)∗

=
∑

mb

2Re
(

A++mb
A∗

+−mb
−A−+mb

A∗
−−mb

)

(45)

G = −Tr[Jσi
zσ

γ
yJ

†]

= i〈mb|J+|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σz|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J†
−|mb〉

−i〈mb|J−|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σz |m′
i〉〈m′

i|J†
+|mb〉

= i〈mb|J+|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σz|m′
i〉(〈mb|J−|m′

i〉)∗
−i〈mb|J−|m′

b〉〈m′
b|σz |m′

i〉(〈mb|J+|m′
i〉)∗

= i〈mb|J+|+〉(〈mb|J−|+〉)∗ − i〈mb|J+|−〉(〈mb|J−|−〉)∗
−i〈mb|J−|+〉(〈mb|J+|+〉)∗ + i〈mb|J−|−〉(〈mb|J+|−〉)∗

=
∑

mb

2Im
(

A+−mb
A∗

−−mb
+A−+mb

A∗
++mb

)

(46)

H = −Tr[Jσi
xσ

γ
yJ

†]

= i〈mb|J+|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J†
−|mb〉

−i〈mb|J−|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J†
+|mb〉

= i〈mb|J+|m′
b〉〈m′

b|σx|m′
i〉(〈mb|J−|m′

i〉)∗
−i〈mb|J−|m′

b〉〈m′
b|σx|m′

i〉(〈mb|J+|m′
i〉)∗

= i〈mb|J+|+〉(〈mb|J−|−〉)∗ + i〈mb|J+|−〉(〈mb|J−|+〉)∗
−i〈mb|J−|+〉(〈mb|J+|−〉)∗ − i〈mb|J−|−〉(〈mb|J+|+〉)∗

=
∑

mb

2Im
(

A−−mb
A∗

++mb
+A−+mb

A∗
+−mb

)

(47)

Cx = Tr[σb
xJσ

γ
z J

†]

= 〈mb|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J+|mi〉〈mi|J†
+|mb〉

−〈mb|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J−|mi〉〈mi|J†
−|mb〉

= 〈mb|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J+|mi〉(〈mb|J+|mi〉)∗
−〈mb|σx|m′

i〉〈m′
i|J−|mi〉(〈mb|J−|mi〉)∗

= 〈−|J+|mi〉(〈+|J+|mi〉)∗ − 〈−|J−|mi〉(〈+|J−|mi〉)∗
+〈+|J+|mi〉(〈−|J+|mi〉)∗ − 〈+|J−|mi〉(〈−|J−|mi〉)∗

=
∑

mi

2Re
(

A+mi−A∗
+mi+ −A−mi−A∗

−mi+

)

(48)

Cz = Tr[σb
zJσ

γ
z J

†]

= 〈mb|σz |m′
i〉〈m′

i|J+|mi〉〈mi|J†
+|mb〉

−〈mb|σz |m′
i〉〈m′

i|J−|mi〉〈mi|J†
−|mb〉

= 〈mb|σz |m′
i〉〈m′

i|J+|mi〉(〈mb|J+|mi〉)∗
−〈mb|σz |m′

i〉〈m′
i|J−|mi〉(〈mb|J−|mi〉)∗

= 〈+|J+|mi〉(〈+|J+|mi〉)∗ − 〈+|J−|mi〉(〈+|J−|mi〉)∗
−〈−|J+|mi〉(〈−|J+|mi〉)∗ + 〈−|J−|mi〉(〈−|J−|mi〉)∗

=
∑

mi

(

|A+mi+|2 − |A−mi+|2 − |A+mi−|2 + |A−mi−|2
)

(49)

Ox = −Tr[σb
xJσ

γ
yJ

†]

= i〈mb|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J+|mi〉〈mi|J†
−|mb〉

−i〈mb|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J−|mi〉〈mi|J†
+|mb〉

= i〈mb|σx|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J+|mi〉(〈mb|J−|mi〉)∗
−i〈mb|σx|m′

i〉〈m′
i|J−|mi〉(〈mb|J+|mi〉)∗

= i〈−|J+|mi〉(〈+|J−|mi〉)∗ − i〈−|J−|mi〉(〈+|J+|mi〉)∗
+i〈+|J+|mi〉(〈−|J−|mi〉)∗ − i〈+|J−|mi〉(〈−|J+|mi〉)∗

=
∑

mi

2Im
(

A−mi−A∗
+mi+ +A−mi+A∗

+mi−

)

(50)

Oz = −Tr[σb
zJσ

γ
yJ

†]

= i〈mb|σz |m′
i〉〈m′

i|J+|mi〉〈mi|J†
−|mb〉

−i〈mb|σz|m′
i〉〈m′

i|J−|mi〉〈mi|J†
+|mb〉

= i〈mb|σz |m′
i〉〈m′

i|J+|mi〉(〈mb|J−|mi〉)∗
−i〈mb|σz|m′

i〉〈m′
i|J−|mi〉(〈mb|J+|mi〉)∗

= i〈+|J+|mi〉(〈+|J−|mi〉)∗ − i〈+|J−|mi〉(〈+|J+|mi〉)∗
−i〈−|J+|mi〉(〈−|J−|mi〉)∗ + i〈−|J−|mi〉(〈−|J+|mi〉)∗

=
∑

mi

2Im
(

A−mi+A∗
+mi+ +A+mi−A∗

−mi−

)

(51)

Tx = Tr[σb
xJσ

i
xJ

†]

= 〈mb|σx|mi〉〈mi|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σx|m′
b〉〈m′

b|J†
λ|mb〉

= 〈mb|σx|mi〉〈mi|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σx|m′
b〉(〈mb|Jλ|m′

b〉)∗
= 〈−|Jλ|m′

i〉〈m′
i|σx|m′

b〉(〈+|Jλ|m′
b〉)∗

+〈+|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σx|m′
b〉(〈−|Jλ|m′

b〉)∗
= 〈−|Jλ|+〉(〈+|Jλ|−〉)∗ + 〈+|Jλ|+〉(〈−|Jλ|−〉)∗
+〈−|Jλ|−〉(〈+|Jλ|+〉)∗ + 〈+|Jλ|−〉(〈−|Jλ|+〉)∗

=
∑

λ

2Re
(

Aλ+−A∗
λ−+ +Aλ++A∗

λ−−

)

(52)
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Tz = Tr[σb
zJσ

i
xJ

†]

= 〈mb|σz |mi〉〈mi|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σx|m′
b〉〈m′

b|J†
λ|mb〉

= 〈mb|σz |mi〉〈mi|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σx|m′
b〉(〈mb|Jλ|m′

b〉)∗
= 〈+|Jλ|m′

i〉〈m′
i|σx|m′

b〉(〈+|Jλ|m′
b〉)∗

−〈−|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σx|m′
b〉(〈−|Jλ|m′

b〉)∗
= 〈+|Jλ|+〉(〈+|Jλ|−〉)∗ − 〈−|Jλ|+〉(〈−|Jλ|−〉)∗

+〈+|Jλ|−〉(〈+|Jλ|+〉)∗ − 〈−|Jλ|−〉(〈−|Jλ|+〉)∗

=
∑

λ

2Re
(

Aλ++A∗
λ−+ −Aλ+−A∗

λ−−

)

(53)

Lx = Tr[σb
xJσ

i
zJ

†]

= 〈mb|σx|mi〉〈mi|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σz |m′
b〉〈m′

b|J†
λ|mb〉

= 〈mb|σx|mi〉〈mi|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σz |m′
b〉(〈mb|Jλ|m′

b〉)∗
= 〈−|Jλ|m′

i〉〈m′
i|σz |m′

b〉(〈+|Jλ|m′
b〉)∗ +

〈+|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σz |m′
b〉(〈−|Jλ|m′

b〉)∗
= 〈−|Jλ|+〉(〈+|Jλ|+〉)∗ + 〈+|Jλ|+〉(〈−|Jλ|+〉)∗

−〈−|Jλ|−〉(〈+|Jλ|−〉)∗ − 〈+|Jλ|−〉(〈−|Jλ|−〉)∗

=
∑

λ

2Re
(

Aλ+−A∗
λ++ −Aλ−−A∗

λ−+

)

(54)

Lz = Tr[σb
zJσ

i
zJ

†]

= 〈mb|σz|mi〉〈mi|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σz |m′
b〉〈m′

b|J†
λ|mb〉

= 〈mb|σz|mi〉〈mi|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σz |m′
b〉(〈mb|Jλ|m′

b〉)∗
= 〈+|Jλ|m′

i〉〈m′
i|σz |m′

b〉(〈+|Jλ|m′
b〉)∗

−〈−|Jλ|m′
i〉〈m′

i|σz |m′
b〉(〈−|Jλ|m′

b〉)∗
= 〈+|Jλ|+〉(〈+|Jλ|+〉)∗ − 〈−|Jλ|+〉(〈−|Jλ|+〉)∗

−〈+|Jλ|−〉(〈+|Jλ|−〉)∗ + 〈−|Jλ|−〉(〈−|Jλ|−〉)∗

=
∑

λ

(

|Aλ++|2 − |Aλ+−|2 − |Aλ−+|2 + |Aλ−−|2
)

(55)

C. Expressions in terms of Li amplitudes

A summary of the expressions for the 16 observables
in terms of the Li amplitudes is given below:

N = (|L1|2 + |L2|2 + |L3|2 + |L4|2) (56a)

P = −2Im(L1L
∗
2 + L4L

∗
3)/N (56b)

Σ = 2Re(L1L
∗
3 − L4L

∗
2)/N (56c)

T = 2Im(L1L
∗
4 + L2L

∗
3)/N (56d)

E = (|L1|2 + |L2|2 − |L3|2 − |L4|2)/N (56e)

F = 2Re(L1L
∗
4 + L2L

∗
3)/N (56f)

G = −2Im(L1L
∗
3 − L2L

∗
4)/N (56g)

H = 2Im(L1L
∗
2 + L3L

∗
4)/N (56h)

Cx = 2Re(L1L
∗
2 + L3L

∗
4)/N (56i)

Cz = (|L1|2 − |L2|2 − |L3|2 + |L4|2)/N (56j)

Ox = 2Im(L1L
∗
4 − L2L

∗
3)/N (56k)

Oz = −2Im(L1L
∗
3 + L2L

∗
4)/N (56l)

Tx = 2Re(L1L
∗
3 + L2L

∗
4)/N (56m)

Tz = 2Re(L1L
∗
4 − L2L

∗
3)/N (56n)

Lx = 2Re(L1L
∗
2 − L3L

∗
4)/N (56o)

Lz = (|L1|2 − |L2|2 + |L3|2 − |L4|2)/N , (56p)

whereN is the normalization factor for the polarizations.

X. THE CONSISTENCY RELATIONS

It is well known that the fifteen polarization observ-
ables occurring as bilinears in Eq. 56 can be connected by
various identities. These are also called constraint equa-
tions, because they interconnect and place restrictions
on the physical values these observables can take. Sim-
ply put, these equations are nothing but identities in the
four independent amplitudes Li. Chiang and Tabakin [4]
have showed that these identities can be derived in a
more sophisticated fashion by considering the complex
space spanned by the four amplitudes. The observables
can then be expanded in terms of the sixteen 4× 4 Dirac
gamma matrix bilinears {1, γµ, σµν , γµνρ, γµνρσ} and the
constraint relations emerge from the various Fierz iden-
tities connecting products of the Dirac bilinears. We
list here the set of relations that we find to be valid
while maintaining the equation-numbering as in Chiang-
Tabakin [4]:

1 = {Σ2 + T 2 + P 2 + E2 +G2 + F 2 +H2

+O2
x +O2

z + C2
x + C2

z + L2
x + L2

z + T 2
x + T 2

z }/3
(L.0)

Σ = TP + TxLz − TzLx (L.tr)

T = ΣP − (CxOz − CzOx) (L.br)

P = ΣT +GF − EH (L.bt)

G = PF +OxLx +OzLz (L.1)

H = −PE +OxTx +OzTz (L.2)

E = −PH + CxLx + CzLz (L.3)

F = PG+ CxTx + CzTz (L.4)

Ox = TCz +GLx +HTx (L.5)

Oz = −TCx +GLz +HTz (L.6)

Cx = −TOz + ELx + FTx (L.7)

Cz = TOx + ELz + FTz (L.8)

Tx = ΣLz +HOx + FCx (L.9)

Tz = −ΣLx +HOz + FCz (L.10)

Lx = −ΣTz +GOx + ECx (L.11)

Lz = ΣTx +GOz + ECz (L.12)

0 = CxOx + CzOz − EG− FH (Q.b)

0 = GH + EF − LxTx − LzTz (Q.t)

0 = CxCz +OxOz − LxLz − TxTz (Q.r)

0 = −ΣG+ TF +OzTx −OxTz (Q.bt.1)
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0 = −ΣH − TE − OzLx +OxLz (Q.bt.2)

0 = ΣE + TH − CzTx + CxTz (Q.bt.3)

0 = −ΣF + TG− CzLx + CxLz (Q.bt.4)

0 = −ΣOx + PCz −GTz +HLz (Q.br.1)

0 = −ΣOz − PCx +GTx −HLx (Q.br.2)

0 = −ΣCx − POz − ETz + FLz (Q.br.3)

0 = −ΣCz + POx + ETx − FLx (Q.br.4)

0 = TTx − PLz −HCz + FOz (Q.tr.1)

0 = TTz + PLx +HCx − FOx (Q.tr.2)

0 = TLx + PTz −GCz + EOz (Q.tr.3)

0 = TLz − PTx +GCx − EOx (Q.tr.4)

1 = G2 +H2 + E2 + F 2 +Σ2 + T 2 − P 2 (S.bt)

1 = O2
x +O2

z + C2
x + C2

z +Σ2 − T 2 + P 2 (S.br)

1 = T 2
x + T 2

z + L2
x + L2

z − Σ2 + T 2 + P 2 (S.tr)

0 = G2 +H2 − E2 − F 2 −O2
x −O2

z + C2
x + C2

z (S.b)

0 = G2 −H2 + E2 − F 2 + T 2
x + T 2

z − L2
x − L2

z (S.t)

0 = O2
x −O2

z + C2
x − C2

z − T 2
x + T 2

z − L2
x + L2

z (S.r)

These relations have been numerically verified by as-
signing random values to the four complex Li amplitudes
and calculating the polarizations employing Eqs. 56a-p.
The relations consisting of only squares of the observables
(Eqs. L.0 and S.bt-S.r) have no sign ambiguities. How-
ever, the signs in the remaining set of relations depend on
the conventions adopted while defining the polarizations.
There appears to be some disagreement between differ-

ent groups in the sign conventions for the polarizations,
most likely arising from differences in the physics motiva-
tion. For example, in the CLAS Cx/Cz measurements for
K+Λ photoproduction [10], it was found that Cz → +1

at ϑK+

c.m. → 0 and Cz was seen as the spin-transfer from a
right-handed circularly polarized photon to the recoiling
baryon. Other groups [24] prefer to define Cz → +1 at
ϑΛ
c.m. → 0, with the interpretation that Cz is the trans-

fer of helicity from a right-handed circularly polarized
photon to the Λ. Whatever be the choice of convention,
the important issue is that the intensity profile the ex-
perimentalist uses must match with the asymmetry def-
initions that give the amplitude-level expressions. This
point was detailed in Sec. VIII. We also note that except
for a sign flip for the variable E, our consistency relations
match those found by Sandorfi et al. in Ref. [6].

XI. THE TRANSLATION “DICTIONARY”

In this work, we are following the FTS sign conven-
tions as enlisted in Appendix A of the FTS paper [3]. It
is important to note here that FTS first gives the defini-
tions as asymmetries, with which we agree. Next, FTS

also gives their definitions in the density matrix langauge.
As pointed out earlier in Secs. VIIB and VIIC, for the
double-polarization observables with a linearly polarized
beam, viz., G, H , Ox and Oz , these FTS density matrix

expressions should have extra negative signs. Therefore,
except for these extra four sign flips, the conventions in
this current work (CMU) agree with FTS.
To find how our signs relate to those from the work

of other authors, the simplest way is to do a term-by-
term check of what signs the different polarization ob-
servables carry in the full intensity expression. In our
case, this is given by Eq. 24. Making comparisons with
the corresponding expressions for SAID/MAID [24] and
EBAC [6], we arrive at the following translation “dictio-
nary” for the signs:

1. CMU/FTS ↔ SAID/MAID : flip signs of H , E,
Cx, Cz , Ox, Oz and Lx.

2. CMU/FTS ↔ EBAC : flip sign of E.

For the experimentalist, we urge that the particular sign
convention chosen be clearly mentioned and care be taken
that the “para” and “perp” definitions are correctly ad-
hered to in going from φ to ϕ (as defined in Fig. 2).
Also, while showing the full intensity profile, it should be
clearly mentioned which of the angles φ and ϕ is being
referred to.

XII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We provide a detailed and self-contained description
of the intensity profiles and amplitude-level expressions
for the 15 polarization observables in pseudo-scalar me-
son photoproduction. Our calculations are based on
the density-matrix approach of Fasano, Tabakin, and
Saghai and our spin amplitudes have a universal spin-
projection direction along the incident beam direction
for all particles. We have also stressed the preservation of
consistency between the sign-conventions of experiment
and theoretical amplitude-level expressions. The current
work is geared towards performing a mass-independent
partial-wave analysis on the recently published CLAS
data [9–12] and forthcoming results from JLab [14, 15].
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